Kalyaniashu (a term of endearment made to a junior deserving affection),

Keep the new mala. The way you are doing your japa at present, continue in the same way.

If possible try to come to this region within two months.

Ma

The Analysis:

In this letter also the rudraksha japa mala is mentioned by Ma. In the preceding letters BG had been asked to procure a japa mala and to get it knotted and sanctified according to scriptural injunctions. It is interesting to note that when BG got a new mala Ma indirectly mentioned that she should not to use it and asked her to continue her japa in the way to which she was accustomed without the mala. Ma also asked BG to come to northern India within two months.
C/o Postmaster
Dehra Dun
29/2/31
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